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Abstract

The Bridge, a linked data application support-
ing curriculum development is presented. It
was developed with Latin in mind, but has been
extended to Greek as well. It quickly helps
instructors and students find new vocabulary
words in newly assigned texts, based on texts
they have already encountered in their curricu-
lum.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present The Bridge, a linked data
application, started in 2014 (Pistone, 2020) with
on-going development designed for use by partici-
pants in language pedagogy processes.1 The Bridge
and its supporting tool-chains facilitate web-based
interactions with texts as instructors and students
navigate the learning and acquisition of new lexical
items.

The Bridge is written in Python 3. It uses Python-
based Natural Language Processing on texts to lem-
matize them and then link lemmas across texts. The
user interface allows users to query and receive re-
ports regarding lexeme similarity across several
selected texts. In this way, instructors, ground-
ing their curriculum in texts, can map out the new
vocabulary from text to text as they craft lesson
plans. Likewise learners can look for new-to-them
words, on the basis of the texts they have already
been exposed to. In this way, learner pathways can
be “charted” based on texts learners have already
encountered. Our success in facilitating the acqui-
sition of Latin and Greek has led us to believe that
the application can be used in more languages than
just English, Latin, and Greek. The code running
The Bridge is available via Github.2

1https://bridge.haverford.edu
2https://github.com/HCDigitalScholars

hip/FastBridge

2 CEFR Applicability

Measuring an individual’s language proficiency
and language-learning progress is important for
a host of reasons. The Common European Frame-
work of Reference for Languages (CEFR) is a stan-
dard developed and widely used in the European
Union for language competency description (Coun-
cil of Europe, 2001). It is applied in the context
of language proficiency assessment and language-
learning curriculum development. Given the mar-
ket position of the EU and its national languages,
CEFR carries a significant presence in the area of
language competency certification and language
pedagogy, especially in the government and busi-
ness sectors. Other systems for indicating language
competencies have been mapped to CEFR. For ex-
ample, the Cambridge English Scale used in the
UK3 and the dominant system in the USA, the
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Lan-
guages (ACTFL) system (American Council on the
Teaching of Foreign Languages, 2016). In contrast
to the ACTFL system, which is designed primarily
for assessing oral language fluency, the framework
consists of a set of competency descriptions cov-
ering the areas of speaking, reading, and writing.4

The CEFR competencies are laid out in progres-
sively increasing capabilities from the perspective
of the pedagogical trajectory found in curriculum of
commonly taught languages (CTL). CTLs are lan-
guages which have generally undergone substantial
language development activities (Fishman, 1968;
Ferguson, 1968). For example, languages such as
English, German, Chinese, Russian, and Italian all
have strong ethno-linguistic populations and are

3https://www.cambridgeenglish.org
4https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-eur

opean-framework-reference-languages/tab
le-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-g
lobal-scale

https://bridge.haverford.edu
https://github.com/HCDigitalScholarship/FastBridge
https://github.com/HCDigitalScholarship/FastBridge
https://www.cambridgeenglish.org
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale
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languages that benefit from national-government
level support. They are also marked by being used
in communities that engage in intergenerational
transmission. It is easy to apply the CEFR compe-
tencies to CTLs because they frequently rank at 0 or
1 on the Expanded Graded Intergenerational Dis-
ruption Scale (EGIDS) (Lewis and Simons, 2010;
Bickford et al., 2015). That is, language use occurs
in all the scenarios outlined in CEFR. However, for
languages which score at a level between EGIDS
8a and 10, it is harder to consistently apply the
CEFR competencies, assessments, and associated
pedagogical methods. There are several reasons
for this which vary by circumstances. Many of the
Less Commonly Taught Languages of the world are
also technologically under-resourced and do not
yet have significant literary materials. Therefore,
measuring language competency on the basis of a
person’s reading skills in a language as required by
CEFR presents a challenge. In other cases—such
as sign languages, endangered languages, and lan-
guages of antiquity (LA)—oral user communities
do not exist. It is a challenge to prove CEFR B1
level competency under the requirement: “Can deal
with most situations likely to arise whilst travelling
in an area where the language is spoken”. These
language use contexts appear to be at odds with the
CEFR presumed relationship between oral/aural
methods of communication and the written/reading
methods of communication. More recent work has
helped extend CEFR concepts to sign languages
(Council of Europe, 2018). However, as sign lan-
guages are not the only non-oral languages, chal-
lenges exist in aligning curriculum and assessments
to CEFR for endangered languages and LAs. Un-
like many endangered languages, LAs such as An-
cient Greek, Latin, Classical Chinese, Hittite, or
Ancient Egyptian have large exploitable corpora.
Endangered languages and LAs also differ in that
LAs often have a significant educational presence
but lack communities with current oral communi-
cation practices; although some argue that even for
LAs, oral-first approaches support learners more
effectively (Buth, 2020; Halcomb, 2020). Cur-
riculum developers working with more commonly
taught languages also use texts. Some have mapped
texts or corpora according to a CEFR level (Xia
et al., 2016; Wilkens et al., 2018) even though map-
ping text to CEFR levels and student capabilities
to specific texts is challenging (Escobar-Acevedo
et al., 2022). Using graded texts has some draw-

backs as texts are not the same as performative
communication which CEFR is supposed to be as-
sessing. Nevertheless, it has long been the practice
for the languages of antiquity to be taught through
the use of texts—without the requirements for oral
competency, and literacy in some language has
been a presumed foundational competency.

3 Instructional Goals and Classroom
Context

Our current classroom context involves the in-
struction of languages of antiquity through text
based approaches. Considering both communica-
tive (oral/aural/signed) and text based approaches,
a rather uncontroversial assertion is that sufficient
vocabulary acquisition is essential if a language
learner is to gain fluency in the new language. This
is true whether a student’s learning environment pri-
oritizes Comprehension or Skill-Building in foster-
ing language acquisition (Krashen, 2017). Vocabu-
lary knowledge is not sufficient for comprehension,
as cultural context, grammar, and discourse struc-
tures also need to be acquired. Ultimately, success-
ful language learners must possess an operational
vocabulary that allows them to understand a text (or
utterance). This common-sense observation is well-
supported by research into second language acqui-
sition in several languages. Vocabulary knowledge
is repeatedly claimed as the single best predictor of
reading comprehension (Hu Hsueh-chao and Na-
tion, 2000; Stæhr, 2008). Within the context of
English, Chall (1958, 156–158) showed that vo-
cabulary difficulty accounts for as much as 80% of
the variability in reading scores, far outpacing syn-
tactical elements. While these findings have been
supported by research in inflected languages—e.g.,
on German (Röthlisberger et al., 2023)—the effect
in highly-inflected historical languages like Latin
and Ancient Greek remains to be assayed. For in-
structors focused on fostering successful reading of
historical languages, these robust findings strongly
suggest the importance of matching reading activi-
ties with lexical knowledge.

Yet the reading and instruction of many histori-
cal languages are on the horns of a dilemma. These
languages often comprise vast corpora—in the case
of Latin estimated at over a trillion words—yet
a typical Latin student might engage texts total-
ing just a few tens of thousands of words (or a
mere 0.000002% of the total corpus). Within this
small slice, novice readers routinely move directly
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from fabricated Latin in textbooks to difficult his-
torical texts, whose reading grade level is akin to
college-level texts (Gruber-Miller and Mulligan,
2022). To attain full comprehension, readers must
typically know 95 to 98% of the words in that text
(Hu Hsueh-chao and Nation, 2000). Yet many
novice readers routinely know only 25% of the
words in commonly-taught texts. While the statis-
tics vary across language fields, the overarching
concerns are the same. Instructors and indepen-
dent learners have begun to pay attention to this
dilemma, but lacked accurate and easily accessible
tools to help them bridge the gap between their
individual lexical knowledge and the lexical com-
petence expected by the target text,5 as other tools
routinely provide full vocabularies. These often
automatically-generated and so prone to provide
inaccurate information, especially for homonyms
and inflected forms.

4 The Bridge

While The Bridge currently exits and can be exem-
plified by use cases, it is also undergoing active
development based on classroom support needs.

4.1 Example use case
Imagine a class in which students completed an
elementary sequence in the language using a stan-
dard textbook (e.g., Wheelock’s Latin Wheelock
and LaFleur, 2011), but turned to reading a histori-
cal text after finishing only 36 of the 40 chapters in
the textbook (a common scenario, either because
instructors run out of school year or because the
final chapters of textbooks often present less com-
mon grammatical constructions that can be glossed
in reading). Imagine this same class aimed to read
the open-access version of Nepos’ Life of Hanni-
bal at Dickinson College Commentaries (DCC).6

The DCC version of the text includes vocabulary,
but only other words that are not among the 997
most common words in Classical Latin that it has
identified as the DCC Latin Core. Students using
Wheelock have been exposed to a core vocabulary
of 829 words (fewer if, as in our imagined scenario
they have not yet finished the book); yet only 489
of these are also in the DCC Latin Core. Thus
instructors who wished to know what words were
known and unknown for their student would have

5Here we mean a competence with a finer granularity than
CEFR competencies imply.

6https://dcc.dickinson.edu/nepos-hanni
bal/chapter-1

a great deal of time consuming work to identify
words for their students—or cast them to the lexi-
cal wolves and let them fend for themselves, which
will almost certainly lead them to use suboptimal
resources that provide both too much and inaccu-
rate lexical support. Also, while it might be useful
to know the global vocabulary needed for Nepos,
our instructor and students might instead wish to
focus only on the first assignment.

The Bridge can quickly produce exactly this list.
The first chapter of Nepos’ Life of Hannibal con-
tains 77 unique words. By default, The Bridge list
appears with macrons but one can easily toggle be-
tween macronized and unmacronized entries. One
can display basic English definitions or more full
definitions—or create a practice or self-quiz list
by removing the dictionary entries or definitions
entirely. One can also reveal more information
about each word, its importance in the text, or its
frequency in Latin more generally. One can reveal
the first time every word appears in the text—and
sort by that appearance, creating a running vocab-
ulary for each sub-division of the text. One can
reveal the number of appearances in the entire text
(and also sort), creating a quick reference for those
words that will reappear frequently or are unique
within the text [toggle up/down]. One can reveal
the part of speech; and add a link to powerful open-
source dictionaries like Logeion, connecting our
list with an authoritative lexical resource. Finally,
one can also reveal the rank of the work within
the Bridge Corpus, which boasts over 1.5 million
words in a range of poetry and prose from antiq-
uity to neo-Latin texts.7 Every column of data is
sortable.

But what makes The Bridge such a powerful tool
is that it empowers users to customize the words
that appear in the list. To return to our original
scenario, students were not reading Nepos 1 with
no lexical knowledge but having (supposedly) mas-
tered vocabulary from the first 36 chapters of Whee-
lock. Instead of 77 words, there are only 25 un-
familiar words—still too many to expect students
to divine from context but a much more manage-
able set, if one were to seek to prepare students
to encounter them. But, of course, DCC commen-
taries already assume that students will not know
any words that are not already among the 997 most
common Latin words. So one could create a list

7Currently there are about 300 Greek and Latin texts, text-
books segments, and core vocabulary lists.

https://dcc.dickinson.edu/nepos-hannibal/chapter-1
https://dcc.dickinson.edu/nepos-hannibal/chapter-1
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that shows only those words in the DCC that also
appear in this section of our reading. This returns a
list of the 22 words (17 if we exclude proper nouns)
that could be the foundation for preparatory activ-
ities—a supplemental list. One can also use the
The Bridge to create a list of the 55 words in the
text that students have already seen for review or
assessment purposes.

This process can then be sequenced as students
continue to read and gain familiarity with new
words. To take another possible scenario: imag-
ine students are engaging with text in the Ad-
vanced Placement Program (AP)8 selections of the
Aeneid—or to better align with a typical weekly
assignment, the first 100 lines of Aeneid, Book 1.
One could construct a vocabulary list by exclud-
ing multiple sources of vocabulary: say, (1) the 50
most common Latin verbs; (2) the 400-most com-
mon words in the DCC Latin core; (3) all of the
words from the Cambridge Latin Course textbook
(Cambridge School Classics Project, 1998); and
(4) any word that appeared in a text that you have
already read, e.g., Catullus 1 and the AP selections
of Caesar’s Gallic Wars. The resulting vocabulary
list results in a useful learning aid.

The Bridge lists can be further customized using
morphological filters: e.g., a list of just nouns, or
just 3rd declension nouns, 3rd declension nouns
and adjectives, or a list that excludes proper names
(or just proper names). These lists can be printed
or exported (as CSV files) for further manipulation
or transfer to a flashcard program, question bank,
or other media.

4.2 Usage
The Bridge has been well reviewed (Pistone, 2020)
and has seen significant use among classicists. Us-
age growth beyond Haverford College resulted in
over 24,000 unique user sessions in 2022.

4.3 Active development
To support this lexical tool, we are further devel-
oping The Bridge ecosystem to enable users to:
(1) encode texts for analysis in this and other digi-
tal ecosystems; (2) analyze and compare the read-
ability of texts; and (3) discover readable texts

8The Advanced Placement Program is a commercial edu-
cational program available through secondary schools in the
United States. Passing students are generally given univer-
sity level credit for course completion. The AP Latin cur-
riculum is well known by classicists in the United States.
https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/cours
es/ap-latin/course/ap-latin-reading-list

for data-informed lesson plans, syllabi, and cur-
ricula. The current vision for The Bridge ecosys-
tem includes Bridge/Lemmatizer, Bridge/Stats, and
Bridge/Oracle.

4.3.1 Bridge/Lemmatizer
Bridge/Lemmatizer will be a web-based environ-
ment, allowing more rapid, accurate, and detailed
lexical and syntactic encoding of texts, and facili-
tating collaboration by faculty, students, and other
contributors. Lemmatizers can be optimized for
different languages. Our plan is to enable different
lemmatizers for different language requirements.

4.3.2 Bridge/Stats
Bridge/Stats will be a web-based dashboard that
displays information about lexical and syntactic dif-
ficulty—i.e., readability—for texts, and the effect
that user-defined knowledge has on textual read-
ability for one or more texts and/or sections based
on their (1) generic readability; and (2) readabil-
ity that factors in personalized lexical knowledge
using metrics such as: (a) word length; (b) word fre-
quency, or the prevalence of very common words;
(c) lexical sophistication, or the percentage of rarer
words; (d) lexical variation, or the variety of dif-
ferent words; (e) hapax legomena, or words that
appear only once; (f) the corpus frequency of rare
and/or unknown words; (g) the number of words
per sentence; and (h) the number and length of
subordinate clauses.

4.3.3 Bridge/Oracle
Bridge/Oracle will be a web-based app that al-
lows users to discover lexically readable texts in
the Bridge Corpus by revealing the authors, texts,
and passages that have the highest percentage
of familiar vocabulary alongside basic readability
data, with users selecting the author(s), text(s), or
genre(s) they would like to explore and then indi-
cate their known vocabulary by selecting textbooks
used, lists mastered, and texts previously read.

5 Conclusion

Early development of The Bridge ecosystem has fo-
cused on Latin but its framework has been designed
to be language agnostic. This allows the develop-
ment of Latin to serve as a model system for the
longer-term goal of supporting the teaching and
accessibility of other languages, beginning with
Ancient Greek and then other historical languages.
This can be further extended to other commonly

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-latin/course/ap-latin-reading-list
https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-latin/course/ap-latin-reading-list
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taught modern languages, across a global spectrum.
The Bridge Readability Apps will be designed for
use with any language for which Natural Language
Processing (NLP) resources exist, creating the po-
tential of use cases far beyond its initial target audi-
ences at schools, colleges, and universities around
the world.
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